Hunt ID: 5102-CO-G-T-1895-751-ElkMDeer- NTR2OSEMO-A1A-A1YJ-Great Hunts Elk and
Deer

Call now for that Trophy Bull and Trophy Buck adventure you have been looking for. You've
found it. The bulls are shot consistently with a 366” being the biggest. Bucks running 170”,190”
and 246” gross.
9000 acres and only 4 hunters per season. The area has miles and miles of national forest around
the 9000 private acres that you will be hunting. On the ranch is year around water and 2.5 miles
of hayfields a natural attractant.
Your guide has plenty years hunting on the ranch and will share his experience and give latest elk
locations. With the use of trail cams throughout the property, he knows where the elk are. Lot of
the hunting will be on side-by-side ATV’s. On the hayfields are blinds located where the deer and
elk traffic travels. You will be guided the first 3 day then on your own for the last 2 days. Second
and 3rd season have the advantage of hunting all 9 days of the season but after the first 5 you can
stay in the cabin, but the guides/cooks go home, so I hope 1 of the hunters must know how to

cook a mean batch of Bacon and eggs. With every season a new batch of deer and elk leave the
national forest and come on to the ranch.
Yes, this is another quality hunt, with 90% repeat clientele, but because of age and hunter
retiring, I’m able to get this 1st and 4th season hunt with a 70% to 80% chance of drawing for
bulls. All but one didn’t draw in this property the last 5 years. This is lightly hunted private land
with only a few number allowed each year, making it a safe habitat for big trophy bucks and big
deer in prime area. You don’t want to miss out on this.
I have 2 slots available for 4th season and 4 slots in 1st rifle. This hunt will be booked before the
draw outcome, but your deposit is guaranteed back if full if you do not draw.
We will continue doing license applications till March 30th, so get with us if experienced
assistance is needed to get your licenses mailed to you from the Colorado Parks and Wildlife.
Enjoy private land hunting in Southwest Colorado. Get the ultimate deal which includes Cabin
lodging, meals & the opportunity to hunt on 9000 acres of beautiful private land. Limited to one
group per season. You can access the entire area on four wheelers. There will be no other
hunters present during your group hunt. Only YOU! and the great outdoors.
Most of these hunts are booked for elk and a little less for deer, but as a rule these hunts book
early. You will be hunting on prime deer and elk land in South West Colorado.
Our elk and deer tend to be larger than most areas because of the limiting factor of the licenses
requiring preference points in most cases to draw. That make this area a quality area and the
deer and elk show it. We use trail cameras liberally so that when you get here, we know where
we can put you on a bull elk or a nice buck. We hunt Elk in GMU751 and GMU075and big bucks in
GMU741 with deer hunts conducted on 14,000 acres of private land alone. The drawing isn’t that
difficult. you just must have a few points to get a deer license.
We have 9000 acres of private ranch land and manage the area for big bucks, that show in our
pictures. You will be hunting everything from Hay fields, to aspens to oak brush to sage brush.
With that and my long history of outfitting, there is no question if you can close the deal
shooting, we will put you on them and help you load it into your truck.
Also, enjoy fabulous trout fishing, with your stay as well!!! The pine river awaits you with trout
for the one who tags out early.

Pricing is simple:
Guided Elk, and or Mule Deer, and or Bear hunts price $6000 reduced to $3495 per hunter,
guide, lodging and meals provided.

1. The 1st season does not have a deer season, but it does work well for the bear hunter,
with a creek called Bear creek, it must be the attraction to all the bears in Colorado,
because we have lots of Black Bears. By the 1nd season is a combo hunt of elk and Bear.
The bear are out until their food supply dries up then to go into hibernation. The elk are
still lingering in the rut looking for that one lone cow that was missed. Then they begin
building into bachelor Bull herds and stay that way for the most part for the rest of the
year. They will respond to a bugle but not come to you, but they will give away their
location. The Cow call is your cup of tea for success because it will work year found.
2. By the 2nd season is a combo hunt of elk and deer. It usually required 1 point to draw,
but a $1500 reduce to only $500 landowner voucher will get you a deer license, and the
elk bull tags are over the counter and unlimited. If you want a cow you will need to apply
for that license in GMU075/GMU751.
3. The 3rd season is taking a couple of points to draw and vouchers are also available for
that season. The elk bull license is unlimited and over the counter. Getting closer to the
rut helps on the deer but the area has a great deer population and the 2.5 miles of
hayfield attracts them and the elk like honey to a bear.
4. It takes about 3 points to draw the 4th season deer license the bull elk can be drawn
without points. The same is true for cow elk. There are a few 4th season deer licenses
given out with the draw and 5 points, but there is no voucher out for it.
5. The area has a late season Cow hunt that only a total of 4 hunters get to hunt. There is a
local herd of about 200 with many migrants coming to the hay fields during this late
season. For this hunt on the late cow you will want to have a license for GMU074 since in
the late season that is what covers this area. Hunt dates are 9/1 to 1/15. Usually
December hunts are late enough to get the snow pushing the elk out of the surrounding
national forest and into the hay meadows. Many, many elk spend the winter there but in
January if the snow comes in heavy you may need a snowmobile to hunt there.
6. If you do need a voucher, they have been reduced from $1800 down to only $ 750. If you
hunt with these guides you get first choice of the vouchers and they are even reduced
more, down to only $500.
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